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ABSTRAC3 
in the paper Generic polynomial vector fields are not integrable [ 1 ], we study some generic aspects of 
polynomial vector fields or polynomial derivations with respect to their integration. 
Using direct sums of derivations together with our previous results we showed that, for all n >/3 
and s ~> 2, the absence of polynomial first integrals, or even of Darboux polynomials, is generic for 
homogeneous polynomial vector fields of degree s in n variables. 
To achieve this task, we need an example of such vector fields of degree s ~> 2 for any prime number 
n/> 3 of variables and also for n = 4. 
The purpose of this note is to correct a gap in our paper ti~r n - 4 by completing the corresponding 
proof. 
I. INTROI)UCTION 
We are interested in some generic aspects of polynomial vector fields or polynomial 
derivations with respect to integration. Precisely, we want to show that the absence 
of polynomial first integrals, or even of Darboux polynomials, is generic (in the 
Baire category sense) for homogeneous polynomial vector fields of degree s in n 
variables for all n ~> 3 and s/> 2. 
Using direct sums of derivations together with previous results of us [2], this fact 
can be settled provided that there is an example of such vector fields of degree s ~> 2 
for any prime number n ~> 3 of variables and also for n = 4. 
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There is a gap in our proof when we exhibit he Jouanolou derivation J4,s as the 
sought example for n = 4 and the weak point lies at the very end of the paper [1]. 
To use Lemma 1 of [ 1 ], we only need an exponent 0/which belongs to the exposed 
face S, such that 0/2 is 0 or 1 and with a total degree I0/I ~< m. 
The discussion is Sections 3.9 and 3.10 does prove, at least in the situations we are 
interested in, that, for a square-free Darboux polynomial at a Darboux point, there 
exists, for every local coordinate ui, an exponent 0/in C for which the component 
0/i is either 0 or 1. 
But, there is no general reason for the exposed face E to consist only of exponents 
of total degree less than or equal to the degree m of the polynomial. What remains 
true of the local analysis around a Darboux point that we did in our paper is the 
following. 
Remark  1. If a square-free Darboux polynomial F of some derivation d of 
K[xl . . . . .  xn] vanishes at a Darboux point M of d, the corresponding powers 
series q~ in the local variables is square-free in the unique factorization domain 
K[ [U l  . . . . .  Un_ l  l] of power series. 
If moreover the linear part of the local derivation at M can be put in diagonal 
form ~7=11XiuiOi without non-trivial tuple 0/in Z ~-1 such that ~-11 )~i0/i = 0 and 
~,,;-11 0/i = 0 ,  then the exposed face E of F at M either consists of only one exponent 
or is a line and the 0-1 constraint holds for the square-free F at M: for every i, there 
exists an 0/~ E such that 0/i is 0 or I. 
This is exactly what happens for FJ4,s at [1, 1, 1, 1] and for J,,2 (n is an odd 
prime) at [1 . . . . .  1]. 
Using this remark, our correction will thus consist of three points: 
• for s/> 3, the factored erivation FJ4,s has no strict Darboux polynomial, 
• for any prime number n ~> 3, the Jouanolou derivation J,,2 has no Darboux 
polynomial, 
• the Jouanolou derivation J4,2 has no Darboux polynomial. 
2. F J4, s HAS NO STRICT DARBOUX POLYNOMIAL  
Suppose that F is a strict irreducible Darboux polynomial of degree m for FJ4,s. 
At the point U = [1, 1, 1, 1], the exposed face for F would consist of all [0/1,0/2, 0/3] 
in 1~13 such that cq = or3 and 0/1 ÷ (1 + S)0/2 + 013 = (S -- 1)m + L for some integer 
L >/2.0/1 = 0/3 takes its minimal value 6 (which is 0 or 1 according to Remark 1) 
for the exponent of minimal total degree # ~< m. Let ~ be the corresponding value 
of 0/2 (# = ~ + 2¢). 
From degree # to degree m, there is a propagation of non-support: he minimal 
degree in u2 of all monomials in the support of F cannot decrease too fast, by 1 if 
there is no exponent in the exposed face C of degree/z + k or have a larger jump 
if there is an exponent in g of degree/z + k. Precisely, define a finite sequence 
(dk), 0 ~< k ~< m - # of nonnegative integers in the following way: 
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• do =~,  
• if there is no exponent of degree/z + k in c a, then dk = sup(O, dk-i -- 1), 
• if there is an exponent [., c~_, .] of  degree/~ + k in ca, then dk = sup(O, inf(dk-i 
-- 1), ~2).  
Then, every exponent c~ in the support of F with a total degree # + k has a second 
coordinate greater than or equal to dk. Exposed exponents are such that # + k + 
s~2 = # + ~5, i.e. s (~ - c~2) = k and thus, in fact, they play no role in the definition 
of the previous sequence: dk = sup(0, dll - k). 
Now, as u2 is not a Darboux polynomial, it does not divide F and there is an 
exponent in the support o/'F with a 0 second coordinate. Then dk has to vanish from 




d0~<m-(d0+2~) ,  hence d0~<(m/2) -6 ,  
l+s  
(s - l ) ln  + L =2~ + (1 +s)d0  <~ 2~ + ~- (m-  2e) ,  
3-s  
L ~< m - (s  - 1)~. 
2 
Even if we do not take into consideration the fact that e is 0 or l, the above upper 
bound on L implies L ~< 0 when s ~> 3, a contradiction with L ~> 2. 
3. Jn,2 HAS NO DARBOUX POLYNOMIAL FOR AN ODD PRIME n 
Consider the two following automorphisms of the polynomial ring K[xj . . . . .  xn]. 
Given ~, a primitive S-root of unity where S = 2" - l, the multiplication M is 
2" - i  defined on the variables by M(xi) = ~ xi. The rotation R is defined by R(xi) = 
xi+l for 1 ~< i < n and R(x,) = xj. The Jouanolou derivation Jn,2 commute with 
the two automorphisms M and R. M generates a finite cyclic group of order S 
whereas R generates a finite cyclic group of  order n. Moreover, M and R are related 
by RMR 1 ~_ m 2. Thus, M and R together generate a finite solvable group G of  
automorphisms of K[xr . . . . .  x,, ], whose order is n S; these automorphisms commute 
with the Jouanolou derivation J,,,2. 
Suppose now that J,,.2 has an irreducible Darboux polynomial f and consider 
the subgroup G!  of  G consisting of all g that leave f prqjectively invariant, which 
means that its transform g(.[) is a scalar multiple of  f .  Take the product 4) of all 
g( f )  for all g in the right-quotient of G by Gf. This polynomial q~ is square-free, 
it is a Darboux polynomial for J,,.2, its cofactor is G-invariant and thus is 0, which 
means that Jn2(4~) = 0; moreover, q~ is projectively invariant under G. Let m be its 
degree. 
The support of  ~b is thus contained in the subset F m of N n consisting of all 
n-tuples oe of total mass Ic~l = m and such that c~(~) = 0, where cr (c~) is defined as 
t l  
cI(c~)=~-~2" ioli (mod2" - l ) .  
i=1 
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Looking now locally at the Darboux point [1 . . . . .  1], as we did in [2, Theorem 4.1], 
we see that m and n are related by m - (n - 1)v = 2v, where v is the common value 
of  the exponents of  the local variables in the form of  minimal degree (n is an odd 
prime). 
According to Remark 1, it can be deduced from the fact that q~ is square-free that 
the integer v is either 0 or 1. Supposing that v = 0 leads to m = 0. Thus v must be 
1 and m = n + 1. It is not so difficult to see that m = n + 1 is also impossible. 
4. J4,2 HAS NO DARBOUX POLYNOMIAL 
This point is the most difficult to correct. Here are the ideas. 
Let J4,2 be the Jouanolou derivation for s = 2 and n = 4. It is convenient o 
introduce new variables to study this derivation. Let uo, ul, u2, u3 be these Fourier 
coordinates (i is a square root o f -  1, i.e. a primitive fourth root of  unity): 
l Uo ~ XI -]- X2 + X3 -~ X4, 
Ul ixl -- x2 -- ix3 q-x4, 
u2 --Xl + x2 -- x3 + x4, 
u3 --ixl -- x2 + ix3 + x4. 
Let d be the derivation 4J4,2 and f be a non-trivial irreducible Darboux polynomial 
of  J4,2. Using automorphisms like in the previous section, we can build some 
product q~ of  transforms of  f which is a square-free constant of J4,2. Now d 
increases the partial degree in u l and u3. Write ~b = q~o + "'- + q~m, where q~k is 
homogeneous of  degree k in u l and u3 and homogeneous of  degree m - k in uo 
and u2. Let ko be the smallest k for which ~bk ¢ O. 
The derivation d is the sum d = do + d2 of  two derivations, where do is 
homogeneous of  degree 0 and d2 is homogeneous of degree 2 for the partial degree 
in u~ and U3: 
do uo) = + 
do(ul) = -i(2uOUl + 2u2u3), 
d0(u2) = -2u0u2,  
d0(u3) = i(2uou3 + 2U2Ul), 
d2(uo) = 2UlU3, 
d2(ul)  0, 
d2(u2) -u~-u~,  
d2(u3) = 0. 
Once again, Remark 1 shows that the minimal value of  al = ~3 is either 0 or 1, 
which means that the smallest possible k0 is either 0 or 2. It remains to show that 
the two possibilities lead to contradictions: 
• i fko = 2, then ~b 2 = Au 2 + BUlU3 q- Cu 2 would be a nonzero constant of the 
derivation do, where A, B, C are homogeneous polynomials of degree m - 2 in 
u0 and u2, 
• if k0 = 0, then the equation d0(q~0) quickly gives m = 3p., 4~0 = (uz(3u 2 + u2)) u 
(up to a nonzero constant), and the second term ~b 2 would satisfy do(4~2) = 
-d2(~bo). 
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Excluding these two conclusions is a non-tr ivial  but interesting exercise. 
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